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Abstract

Seismic coherence is a routine measure of seismic reflection similarity for interpreters seeking structural
boundary and discontinuity features that may be not properly highlighted on original amplitude volumes.
One mostly wishes to use the broadest band seismic data for interpretation. However, because of thickness
tuning effects, spectral components of specific frequencies can highlight features of certain thicknesses with
higher signal-to-noise ratio than others. Seismic stratigraphic features (e.g., channels) may be buried in the full-
bandwidth data, but can be “lit up” at certain spectral components. For the same reason, coherence attributes
computed from spectral voice components (equivalent to a filter bank) also often provide sharper images, with
the “best” component being a function of the tuning thickness and the reflector alignment across faults.
Although one can corender three coherence images using red-green-blue (RGB) blending, a display of the infor-
mation contained in more than three volumes in a single image is difficult. We address this problem by combining
covariance matrices for each spectral component, adding them together, resulting in a “multispectral” coherence
algorithm. The multispectral coherence images provide better images of channel incisement, and they are less
noisy than those computed from the full bandwidth data. In addition, multispectral coherence also provides a
significant advantage over RGB blended volumes. The information content from unlimited spectral voices can
be combined into one volume, which is useful for a posteriori/further processing, such as color corendering dis-
play with other related attributes, such as petrophysics parameters plotted against a polychromatic color bar. We
develop the value of multispectral coherence by comparing it with the RGB blended volumes and coherence
computed from spectrally balanced, full-bandwidth seismic amplitude volume from a megamerge survey acquired
over the Red Fork Formation of the Anadarko Basin, Oklahoma.

Introduction
Highlighting changes in seismic waveform or ampli-

tude across a discontinuity, seismic coherence is a useful
approach for interpreters to highlight structural and
stratigraphic discontinuities as well as incoherent areas
within seismic amplitude volumes. Seismic edges (faults
and channel boundaries), subtle tectonic and sedimen-
tary features, and karst collapse and mass transport
complexes can be highlighted and identified by coher-
ence responses (Ogiesoba and Hart, 2009; Sun et al.,
2010; Li et al., 2015; Qi et al., 2017b). There have been
many ways to implement the coherence estimation to
provide quantitative discontinuity measures (Bahorich
and Farmer, 1995; Marfurt et al., 1998; Gersztenkorn and
Marfurt, 1999; Lu et al., 2005; Wu and Hale, 2016; Qi et al.,
2017a; Wu, 2017; Yan et al., 2017).

It is known that seismic quality determines attribute
quality. Chopra and Marfurt (2007) suggest applying
structure-oriented filtering (SOF) and spectral balanc-

ing to improve the data signal-to-noise ratio and expand
the spectral bandwidth. Peyton et al. (1998) find that
thin-bed discontinuities can be better illuminated with
stronger amplitudes at their tuning frequencies. The dom-
inant frequency response corresponds to the geologic
structure and stratigraphy of a given tuning thickness
of full bandwidth seismic data. Also, the dominant fre-
quency shows the strongest response, whereas geologic
features from other spectral bands are suppressed. For
the same reason, spectral attributes of relatively narrow
band components often delineate anomalous geologic
features that are otherwise buried within the full-band-
width seismic response.

Spectral decomposition methods isolate the time-
variant spectral components from the original seismic
amplitude (Partyka et al., 1999). The wanted “signal”
does not dominate all spectral components. In other
words, in the low- and high-frequency bands, noise may
be stronger than signal. For example, without removing
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the high-frequency components, Fahmy et al. (2005)
could not recognize a deep reservoir tuned at 11 Hz be-
cause the strong multiples in high frequencies interfere
with the reservoir characterization and amplitude varia-
tion with offset analysis. Gao (2013) notices that subtle
structural details in reservoirs are revealed using a
higher frequency wavelet as the spectral probe. Abele
and Roden (2012) find that the curvature computed
at certain spectral components better correlates to mi-
croseismic events than others. Sun et al. (2010) use dis-
crete frequency coherence cubes in fracture detection
and find that high-frequency components can provide
greater details.

Recently, Li and Lu (2014) and Alaei (2012) show that
coherence computed from different spectral components
can be combined to provide a qualitative measure of the
scale of geologic discontinuities such as faults, channels,
caves, and collapse features. We propose a multispectral
coherence method to map variations of thickness and
edges to map the different stage fills of incised valley sys-
tem. The study survey is a part of a megamerge survey
over the Anadarko Basin, Oklahoma. The red-green-blue
(RGB) color blending technique is used to combine the
spectral attributes. Peyton et al. (1998) use the 36 Hz
spectral component and seismic amplitude coherence
to interpret a part of the study area. Besides correlating
well with the original incised valley interpretation of Pey-
ton et al. (1998) on the partial area, our proposed multi-
spectral coherence attribute provides additional geologic
details, which would be addressed later.

Methodology
Coherence based on the covariance matrix

Bahorich and Farmer (1995) evaluate 3D seismic dis-
continuity through the coherence attribute based on sim-
ilarity calculation with neighboring traces. Although the
method works well, Gersztenkorn and Marfurt (1999)
develop a more robust method based on the energy ratio
of eigenvalues of the covariance matrix to implement the
coherence attribute calculation, generating better quality
results. Instead of using the original real data, the ana-
lytic trace from the Hilbert transform has been adopted
to compute each element Cmn of the covariance
matrix C:

Cmn ¼
XK
k¼−K

½dðtk; xm; ymÞdðtk; xn; ynÞ

þ dHðtk; xm; ymÞdHðtk; xn; ynÞ�; (1)

where d denotes the original data and dH is the corre-
sponding analytic trace. In addition, as the coherence
computation is structurally aware, tk is the interpolated
time depth at a distance (xm, ym) from the coordinate
origin (x ¼ 0, y ¼ 0, t ¼ 0), the center of the 3D analysis
window.

The full-bandwidth energy ratio coherence sbb can be
expressed as

sbb¼
P

M
m¼1

P
K
k¼−Kf½dKLðtk;xm;ymÞ�2þ½dHKLðtk;xm;ymÞ�2gP

M
m¼1

P
K
k¼−Kf½dðtk;xm;ymÞ�2þ½dHðtk;xm;ymÞ�2g

;

(2)

where dKL and dHKL are the data and its analytic signal
from Karhunen-Loève filtering (Qi et al., 2017a).

Spectral voices and multispectral matrix
Different frequency volumes exhibit variable signal-

to-noise ratios for a given feature. By exploring such an
assumption, Hardage (2009) can identify faults mainly
in the low-frequency band because the high-frequency
components are more contaminated by strong multiples.
A similar concept is explored by Li and Lu (2014) and
Honório et al. (2016). In the first case, the authors inves-
tigate the coherence attributes from different spectral
magnitude components and RGB color blending to chan-
nel and fault interpretation at different scales. In the
latter case, instead of using the spectral magnitude com-
ponents, the authors combine the coherence attributes
in the RGB color base computed from spectral voices
obtained by derivative filters.

Although these methods work well, interpreters can
generate tens of spectral components at a time, and RGB
blending is limited to handle only three of them. There-
fore, combining multiple coherence attributes together in
a single volume is a desired feature. A step in this direc-
tion is taken in Dewett and Henza (2015), where they use
the self-organizing map (SOM) to address such an issue.
The value of multispectral coherence and RGB limitation
also inspired Sui et al. (2015) to calculate coherence
based on spectral magnitudes, aðf l; tk; xm; ymÞ:

Cmn ¼
XL
l¼1

XK
k¼−K

½aðf l; tk; xm; ymÞaðf l; tk; xn; ynÞ�; (3)

where l is the spectral component number and the other
parameters remain the same as those in equation 1.

Equation 3 builds the covariance matrix, using only
magnitude without the phase components. So the appli-
cations of this method are limited for only nonstructure-
oriented computation, and the target geologic struc-
tures cannot be too complicated.

The spectral voice uðf Þ has magnitude a and phase
component φ, defined as

uðf l; tk; xm; ymÞ ¼ aðf l; tk; xm; ymÞ exp½iϕðf l; tk; xm; ymÞ�;
(4)

which is constructed based on a spectral-decomposi-
tion algorithm, such as the Fourier transform and the
continuous wavelet transform.

Rather than using only the spectral magnitude as
equation 3, we use the spectral voices described by equa-
tion 4 and their analytic traces computed along structure
to build the covariance matrix (Marfurt, 2017):
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Cmn ¼
XL
l¼1

XK
k¼−K

�
uðtk; f l; xm; ymÞuðtk; f l; xn; ynÞ
þuHðtk; f l; xm; ymÞuHðtk; f l; xn; ynÞ

�
:

(5)

The proposed multispectral covari-
ance matrix improves the coherence
attribute because the signal is stronger
than the noise in the selected spectral
components and each particular geologic
structure even if only highlighted at one
spectral component can be highlighted in
the final result. Furthermore, as the
phase information is adopted, the subtle
changes can be better detected.

In addition, the above equations de-
scribe how to build an analysis covari-
ance matrix, the following step can be
a semblance- or eigenvalue-based calcu-
lation or another method, which is also
important but not the focus of this study.
The advantage of the proposed method
relies on the use of different spectral components, which
is universal for all kinds of coherence calculation. Using
equation 5, we compute the multispectral coherence
from every spectral voice component. Then, we compare
it with the original full-bandwidth coherence image.

Data description
Figure 1 shows the location of the study area. Penn-

sylvanian rocks located in the Anadarko Basin, Okla-
homa, dominated by shallow shelf marine clastics. The
target formation is the Red Fork sandstone at approx-
imately 2700 m (approximately 9000 ft) deep. This for-
mation is of Middle Pennsylvanian age and is comprised
of clastic facies deposited in deep-marine (shale/silt) to
shallow-water fluvial-dominated environment. The Pink
Lime lies on top, whereas the Inola Lime is on the bottom
of the Red Fork Formation. Multiple stages of incision
and fill happened in the Upper Red Fork Formation, re-
sulting in an incised valley system with stratigraphically
complex internal architecture (Del Moro et al., 2013).

The study survey is a megamerge survey recorded
at various times since the mid-1990s. After acquiring li-
censes for these surveys, CGGVeritas shot infill data
where necessary, carefully reprocessed them, and
merged all surveys together. Besides more modern stat-
ics and deconvolution algorithms, the most significant
advantage of the megamerge survey is the inclusion of a
wider migration aperture, providing the diffraction en-
ergy needed to image faults and stratigraphic edges
(Del Moro et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015). It is difficult
for interpreters to use traditional interpretation tech-
niques (autopicking horizons, amplitude mapping, etc.)
to interpret the Red Fork incised valley system because
the incised valleys are characterized by discontinuous
reflections of varying amplitude. Because it is difficult
to interpret laterally, individual stages of fill are almost

impossible to identify in the beginning (Peyton et al.,
1998). Davogustto et al. (2013) use phase residues to
delineate the incised valleys with the comparison of the
well logs.

Figure 1. The study survey location is marked by a red boundary in the Ana-
darko Basin area on the map of Oklahoma (after Del Moro et al., 2013).

Figure 2. Red Fork Formation slices through (a) amplitude
and (b) full-bandwidth coherence volumes. Note the coherence
attribute shows some edges of the incised valleys. The mega-
merge survey data courtesy of CGGVeritas.
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Attribute expression on valley fill
Figure 2 displays Red Fork stratal slices through the

seismic amplitude and coherence volumes. The coher-
ence attribute in Figure 2b was computed volumetrically
from the full-bandwidth seismic data after spectral
balancing (the analysis window is a 3D window with
5 × 5 traces, and 11 samples [±20 ms] in the vertical di-
rection). As expected, the boundaries of the valley as
well as some internal incisements are imaged. However,
the overall internal detail is diffuse. The detail is missing
because the coherence was computed from the full-
bandwidth seismic amplitude, and thus expressions of
valley fill stages are mixed together.

Figure 3 displays the 36 Hz magnitude slice chosen as
the best image of the valley of the Red Fork Formation
from Peyton et al. (1998). Spectral components that are
near their tuning frequency show clearer images of lat-
eral changes of channel incisement as well as sedimen-
tary layers. Five stages have been recognized based on
the 36 Hz spectral magnitude volume.

Figure 4 shows a cartoon from Laughlin et al. (2002),
which briefly describes that thicker stratigraphic features
will be tuned at lower frequency, and vice versa. In prac-
tice, as certain spectral components delineate given fea-
tures better, interpreters will animate them until they find
one on which the feature of interest is clear. The same
strategy should also be adopted in valley fill analysis.
As the seismic spectrum is shown in Figure 5a, the spec-
tral components approximately between 20 and 50 Hz
can map the incised valley system. Figure 5b shows the
dominant frequency against peak magnitude map, the
lightness is based on the magnitude strength. The dom-
inant frequency components represent channel features
becausedifferent typesofgeologicstructuresanddifferent
stages of valley fill give rise to anomalies at different
dominant frequenciesdue to their own tuning thicknesses.

Multispectral analysis
Spectral magnitudes and coherences corresponding

to these tuned frequencies provide clearer images. The
spectral decomposition reveals more additional details;
however, it is difficult to analyze the different frequency
components one by one or even through animation.
Balch (1971) tries to use RGB blending images to dis-
play multiple spectral components using just one single
image. A more recent exposition on the value of RGB in
rendering multiple spectral images of channels can be
found in Leppard et al. (2010).

Figure 6 shows the RGB color blending of the 20, 35,
and 50 Hz spectral components. If the energies in all
three colored spectral components are at or above a
threshold amplitude, the blended color is white, whereas
if the energy of one spectral component is stronger than
the other two, its color would dominate; in this way, the
additional new information is revealed by the color
changes. The 20 Hz component is plotted against red,
and it better delineates stages II, III, and V. The 35 Hz
component is plotted against green, and it delineates
the medium-thickness stage V channels. The 50 Hz com-
ponent is plotted against blue, and it delineates the thin-
ner stage V channels and part of stage III. The stages
interpretation by Peyton et al. (1998) in Figure 3 is a part

of our survey, and the interpreted stages
are also displayed in color. However,
stage I is not clearly separated from stage
II or III, which cannot be achieved on
the single frequency slice interpretation,
such as 36 Hz as Peyton et al. (1998)
choose. Different temporal tuning fre-
quencies display other stages as well as
some geologic structures in the survey.
There are other good methods that can
analyze the tuning thickness variance,
such as spectral inversion (Puryear and
Castagna, 2008), reflectivity inversion
(Chopra et al., 2006), and azimuth analy-
sis (Schoenberg et al., 1999), but none are
as easy to create or are as routinely
used.

Figure 3. Peyton et al.’s (1998) incised valley stage interpre-
tation. The data volume they use is a part of the megamerge
survey in our study shown in Figure 2. The stage recognition is
based on a 36 Hz spectral magnitude volume.

Figure 4. A cartoon illumination of the thickness tuning mechanism. (a) The
varying thickness of the sandstone deposition tunes seismic data with different
dominant frequencies. (b) A higher frequency magnitude (green) highlights the
thinner parts of the channel deposition. (c) On the contrary, a lower frequency
magnitude (red) highlights the thicker parts (after Laughlin et al., 2002).
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In Figure 6, we selected 20, 35, and 50 Hz to compare
with Peyton et al.’s (1998) 36 Hz component image.
Next, in Figure 7, we compute coherence from each of
these spectral components, providing a measure of the
edges sensitive to the relative tuning thicknesses of the
different stages of valley fill. The color blending of the
coherence is slightly different with the color blending of
spectral magnitudes, where the result is subtractive
rather than additive. If all spectral magnitude coher-
ences are zero, one obtains a black image, meaning that
all three components captured the discontinuity. There-
fore, the black (dark-gray) lines are the channel boun-
daries, which appear on all the selected frequency
components (black arrows in Figure 7b). If all spectral
coherences are unity, i.e., a continuous body/feature/
layer, one obtains a white image. A high spectral mag-
nitude at the 20 Hz component results in a red anomaly.
In contrast, a low spectral coherence at 20 Hz results in

Figure 6. RGB blended image constructed by the spectral
magnitude components of 20 (in red), 35 (in green), and 50 Hz
(in blue).

Figure 5. (a) Seismic spectral analysis of the target Red
Fork Formation and (b) peak frequency versus peak magni-
tude image along the Red Fork Formation. The varying tuning
frequencies at different locations of the target horizon present
the depositional thickness changes because of the different
stages of the sand incisement. The peak magnitude is plotted
as a lightness scale, which modulates the colors of the peak
frequency.

Figure 7. (a) RGB blended image of coherence attributes from
corresponding spectral components in Figure 6 (red, 20 Hz;
green, 35 Hz; blue, 50 Hz). (b) The channel boundaries high-
lighted by all the spectral components are marked by black
arrows.
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less red, or a cyan anomaly. The black (dark-gray) lines
are the channel boundaries, which appear on all the se-
lected frequency components. The boundaries of rela-
tively thick channels showing on the lower frequency

component painted red would appear as cyan after
blending (the opposite color of red on the color wheel),
whereas the edges of thinner channels in part of stages III
and V appear magenta or yellow. Because the channel
edges can be characterized by other frequency bands,
there are not as many of the channel edges shown in Fig-
ure 7 as in Figure 2b. In addition, besides the expression
of channel boundaries from different spectral compo-
nents, the color also delegates the change of coherent
energy; for example, the large magenta (which is the op-
posite of green) area implies lower coherent energy in
the middle-frequency component. Figure 8 adds a fourth
broadband coherence image shown in Figure 2b using
opacity to the RGB blendedmap shown in Figure 7. Com-
parison between Figures 7 and 8 shows the advantage
brought by spectral component coherences. Through
the colorful attribute integration image, one is no longer
thickness unaware.

Until now, the coherence images have been directly
computed from different spectral voice components.
However, thin beds that are tuned might be expected
to better exhibit discontinuities at their higher amplitude
tuning frequency than at other frequencies. For this rea-
son, one may wish to not only examine coherence com-
puted from different voices, but also somehow combine
them into a single composite image. Spectral voices
are equivalent to band-pass-filtered results. Figure 9
shows coherences computed from six consecutive spec-
tral voice, which begin with the corner frequencies of
10–15–25–30 Hz and end with 110–115–125–130 Hz. As

Figure 8. The same image shown in Figure 7, but now cor-
endered with the full-bandwidth coherence from Figure 2b.
Note that some edges are overprinted in black compared with
Figure 7, which means that the discontinuity has been high-
lighted by the full-bandwidth coherence. Other boundaries,
not recognized by the full-bandwidth coherence computation,
can be delineated by coherence computed from the different
spectral components, painted in corresponding colors.

Figure 9. Coherence attributes calculated from different spectral bands: (a) 10–15–25–30 Hz, (b) 30–35–45–50 Hz, (c) 50–55–65–70 Hz,
(d) 70–75–85–90 Hz, (e) 90–95–105–110 Hz, and (f) 110–115–125–130 Hz. Note that the coherence responses from different spectral
bands highlight different features, and when the frequency is too high, noise will dominate the data.
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discussed above, different spectral bands highlight dif-
ferent geologic features. Note that in Figure 9e and 9f,
the noise becomes equal to, and then even stronger than,
the signal.

Computed from all six spectral voices used in Figure 9,
Figure 10b shows the multispectral coherence defined
by the covariance matrix in equation 5. Compared with
the broadband coherence shown in Figure 10a, random
noise (indicated by dashed red ellipses) has been sup-
pressed and the channel boundaries are sharper at some
locations.

Although the computational effort of multispectral co-
herence increases linearly with the number of spectral
components analyzed, the actual increase is somewhat
less significant because of fixed i∕o and data transfer
overhead. Most of this cost is in computing the individual
covariance matrices defined in equation 5. In our imple-
mentation, we allow the computation of the individual
components as well, providing the images shown in
Figure 7. Although we find the multispectral coherence

image to be “better” than the bandlimited and full-band-
width coherence images, corendering the individual im-
ages (Figure 11) still provides additional insight. Analysis
of such images provide insight into which spectral com-
ponent is a meaningful indicator of a given structural or
stratigraphic feature.

Thus, by using the coherence map and multispectral
coherence computed with more spectral components,
the stage identification and valley fill boundaries can
be more completely delineated. In addition, for sub-
sequent interpretation, the multispectral coherence can
also be overprinted by other related attributes, for exam-
ple, SOM cluster results and petrophysics parameters,
such as P-impedance, S-impedance, Poisson’s ratio, and
so on.

Conclusion
Spectral components show higher signal-to-noise ra-

tios for specific geologic features than the full-bandwidth
seismic data even if the seismic amplitude has been
carefully processed and spectrally balanced. Multispec-
tral coherence suppresses noises and better delineates
additional edges and boundaries comparedwith the tradi-
tional full-bandwidth coherence. Combining the informa-
tion from different spectral components into a covariance
matrix, multispectral coherence combines the spectral
band’s discontinuities into a single attribute, thus optimiz-
ing its use for a posteriori processing. The computation of
the spectral voices can be fully paralleled, so the increase
time cost is acceptable, whereas the time savings for
ambiguous and hidden geologic feature recognition are
valuable for interpreters.
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Figure 11. An RGB corendering of band-limited coherence
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